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Fanconi anemia and risk of diverse types of cancer: An overview
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ABSTRACT

Fanconi anemia (FA) is a rare genetic disorder caused by a mistake in DNA repair that results in a variety of clinical signs and symptoms with varied incidence, most notably progressive bone marrow loss (depending on the affected gene), congenital abnormalities, and a propensity for malignancy. Cancer-prone FA is an unusual condition caused by alterations in at least 22 genes. DNA repair, in particular interstrand DNA crosslink (ICL) repair, is associated with the FA pathway. Cellular susceptibility to DNA cross-linking substances like diepoxybutane is a feature of FA. The report was mailed to 34 Fanconi Canada participants in August 2000 who also had FA confirmed by chromosomal breakage. FA is more prevalent among Spanish Gypsies, Afrikaners, and Ashkenazi Jews in addition to being more prevalent among Ashkenazi Jews. The bone marrow failure of FA can be effectively treated with androgens and hematological growth factors, but the majority of patients develop resistance to these medications. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is an option for these patients if a donor is available.
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INTRODUCTION

Dr. Guido Fanconi first identified Fanconi anemia (FA) in a family of three siblings with several physical abnormalities and pernicious anemia in 1927. FA is a rare genetic disorder caused by a mistake in DNA repair that results in a variety of clinical signs and symptoms with varied incidence, most notably progressive bone marrow loss (depending on the affected gene), congenital abnormalities, and a propensity for malignancy as shown in Figure 1. An autosomal recessive disorder called FA is linked to congenital malformations, increasing pancytopenia, and a propensity for malignancy. Guido Fanconi encountered a family whose three brothers expired from a condition similar to pernicious anemia with a variety of congenital defects but without symptoms of generally enhanced hemolysis during his pediatric residency at the Children’s Hospital of the University of Zurich. Several further case reports have led to increased inquiry over the etiology and genetic pattern of this disease. Researchers found that cells from FA patients exhibited a higher rate of chromosomal errors than those from healthy controls, nearly 40 years after Fanconi first described the condition. When bone marrow failure (BMF) manifests at a median age of 7 years, it is diagnosed. Cancer-prone FA is an unusual condition caused by alterations in at least 22 genes. DNA repair, in particular interstrand DNA crosslink (ICL) repair, is associated with the FA pathway. Cellular susceptibility to DNA cross-linking substances like diepoxybutane (DEB) is a feature of FA. The traditional clinical profile of FA includes café au lait patches, small stature, anomalies of the thumb and radial rays, and microcephaly. The majority of cases of progressive BMF are seen between the ages of 10 and 20. However, affected individuals might also present with a severe phenotype requiring complex procedures.
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for various congenital abnormalities and malignant sequelae early in life, or with a more modest phenotype and hematological and neoplastic issues in their third and fourth decades.[8][9][11][12] At least 22 FA genes, FANCa-FANCw, can have hereditary pathogenic gene variations (PGVs) that induce FA; all but the X-linked FANCb are autosomal, and all but FANCr/RAD51 are acquired recessively.[10][11][14] The primary pattern of inheritance is autosomal recessive (genes FANCa, FANCc, FANCd1/BRCA2, FANCd2, FANCE, FANCf, FANCg/XRCC9, FANCi, FANCj/BRIP1, FANcl, FANCm, FANCn/PALB2, FANCo/RAD51c, FANCp/Slx4, FANCq/ercc4, FANCs/BRCA1, FANCt/UBE2T, FANCu/XRCC2, FANCv/rev7, and FANCw/rfwd3).[13][15] FA is primarily caused by molecular defects in the homologous recombination DNA repair pathway, proteins, and other enzymes necessary for DNA repair after exposure to various alkylating agents, radiation, and cytotoxic drugs. The development of molecular genetic research has aided in the proper research of FA.[16] Each sector of science has benefited from research into the interactions between the FA and BRCA systems.

Although new uses for FA proteins are being discovered, they are believed to be involved in stress signaling, apoptosis in response to cell stress, and the production of inflammatory cytokines.[17] FA has been divided into 13 subgroups, each of which has been linked to alterations in a different gene.[18] According to their functions in FANCd2 monoubiquitination, FA proteins can be divided into three classes. Damage-induced monoubiquitination of FANCd2 and FANCi requires the FA core complex, which is made up of FANCa-C, E-G, L, and M.[19][20] In addition, it was discovered that several FA proteins were ATM/ATR barrier kinase downstream targets.[21] It has been demonstrated that ATR’s phosphorylation of FANCI acts as a signal to activate the FA pathway.[22] In comparison to their phenotypic presentation, affected siblings with lower phenotypic traits were only identified after the diagnosis of FA in another impacted family member. In addition, patients with “Fanconi-like” bone marrow loss were previously thought to have Estren-Dameshek syndrome but had no congenital abnormalities.[23] Numerous examples of VACTERL with hydrocephalus and Baller-Gerold syndrome have been documented in the literature; however, when the patients had BMF and a successful chromosomal breakage test with a crosslinking agent, the diagnosis was revised to FA.[24]

**ETIOLOGY**

The specific roles of the FA complex and the causes of cancers in FA are still unclear. To better understand genetic pathways and gene/environment interactions that influence the risks of certain malignancies in FA and the general population, it is important to identify patterns of cancer risk in FA. The report was mailed to 34 Fanconi Canada participants in August 2000 who also had FA confirmed by chromosomal breakage. The risk is roughly 50 times more compared to the general population for all solid tumors, and many hundred to many thousand times greater compared to the general population for malignancies of the head-and-neck, esophagus, liver, vulva, and cervix.[25][26] Over 65% of cases of FA are caused by mutations in the FANCa gene, and the Fanconi Anaemia Mutation Database has identified more than 500 harmful variations of this gene,[27] inherent susceptibility to DNA-damaging treatments including chemotherapy and radiation therapy.[28]

The FA/BRCA repair pathway, which identifies damage that covalently bonds the two DNA strands (interstrand crosslinking; ICL) and facilitates their repair through homologous monoubiquitination and recombination, uses all of the proteins encoded by the genes.[29] Exogenous substances, such as cancer chemotherapeutics, as well as endogenous agents, like alcohol metabolites, cigarette smoke, acetaldehyde, and malondialdehyde, cause ICLs to develop in DNA.[30]

**EPIDEMIOLOGY**

Although FA is a rare hereditary causation of BMF with an incidence of about 1 in 130,000 births, it is also the most common.[31][32] In Israel, the carrier frequency is roughly 1:93, which is significantly higher than the anticipated 1:181 frequency in the United States.[3] FANCa, the gene most frequently altered in FA cases (60–70% of incidences), is preceded by FANCc (10–15%) and FANCg (10%).[33] FA is more prevalent among Spanish Gypsies, Afrikaners, and Ashkenazi Jews in addition to being more prevalent among Ashkenazi Jews.[34][35] FA directly impacts men, with a male-to-female ratio of 1.2:1. This is for unclear reasons.[37] FA patients run a high risk of developing serious hematologic illnesses such as acute myelogenous leukemia, aplastic anemia, myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), and BMF without medication care.[36] Early attempts at SCT for FA (more than 20 years ago) were characterized by a high death rate, but more recent improvements in patient screening, HLA donor typing, and conditioned protocols have resulted in 5-year survival rates that are now as high as 70–94%.[37][38] Endocrine problems are present in many FA patients. Small height affects about 50% of FA people, which is correlated with hyperthyroidism and insufficient generation of growth hormones. Some FA people are of average height and do not appear to be producing enough growth hormone. FA is also connected to improper glucose or insulin metabolism.

FA patients typically have higher serum insulin levels than people with diabetes, who have decreased insulin. Around 8% of people with FA are said to have diabetes, and up to 72% of them have high insulin levels.[39][40] Even though in earlier studies the risk of pancytopenia was pegged at 84%, 20 years after the initial thrombocytopenia diagnosis.[41]
The details of 1301 FA patients’ malignancies that were documented in the research between 1927 and 2001.[42] 220 (17%) of the 1301 patients had at least one cancer. The most common malignancy, leukemia, and especially AML, were found in 8.9% of patients, whereas solid tumors were found in 5.3% of patients. The majority (67%) of FA patients with solid tumors were female. Compared to the overall population, solid tumors developed at a younger age: 26 versus 68 years, respectively. All the FA patients who underwent bone marrow transplants (12/12) acquired mouth cancer, and they were all younger (21 and 28 years old, respectively) than the FA patients who had oral cancer but had not taken bone marrow transplantation (BMT).[43]

**INITIATION OF FA PATHWAY**

The FA pathway, commonly known as the FA-BRCA pathway, is a critical system for DNA repair that recognizes DNA damage and coordinates responses to it, particularly for DNA interstream crosslink (ICL) repair.[44] DNA damage can be divided into two primary groups: endogenous damage and exogenous damage. Most of the endogenous DNA damage is caused by chemically active DNA reacting with water and reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are both naturally occurring in cells, in hydrolytic and oxidative ways. Hereditary illnesses and sporadic cancers are fueled by these genetically predisposed interactions of DNA with chemicals from its immediate environment. [45] On the other side, exogenous DNA damage takes place when environmental, physical, and chemical factors harm the DNA. Alkylating agents, ionizing radiation, and crosslinking agents are a few examples. as shown in Figure 2.[46] The FA pathway is initiated by the histone-like MHF complex and the ATP-dependent DNA translocase FANCM (MHF1-MHF2-FAAP24), which detects the DNA damage region and attaches to it and attracts more FA protein.[47] ICLs harm both strands of the helix and are challenging to repair.[48] As a result, it appears that higher eukaryotes developed the FA pathway as a unique approach to handling this particular form of DNA damage.

The primary role of the FA pathway appears to be the coordination of various repair activities from various classic repair pathways, such as homologous recombination (HR), translesion synthesis (TLS), and nucleotide excision repair (NER), to break down crosslinks.[49] The majority of FA patients have mutations in the genes that encode the core complex, with more than 60% having FANCA defects. As a result, it was among the first FA genes to be cloned. FANCB, FANCC, FANCE, FANCF, FANCG, FANCL, and FANCM are additional parts of the core complex. However, FAAP24 and FAAP100 mutations have not yet been linked to FA illness. Two more genes, FAAP24 and FAAP100, encode proteins that were discovered to be a component of the core complex and necessary for the activation of the FA pathway.[19,50] The key step in FA activation is thought to be monoubiquitination. Other parts, Outside of FANCD2-I ubiquitination, of the core complex cannot be ignored. The phenotypes of FANCD2 knockdown can be improved by FANCD2 K561R-ubiquitin fusion. DT40 cells indicating that the location of the ubiquitin is irrelevant. Cells lacking the complement core complex.[51] While FANCI ubiquitination may improve repair, it is not necessary for the DNA repair process in the same way as FANCD2 ubiquitination is Estren and Dameshek.[52] Through its phosphorylation in response to ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related (ATR), FANCI offers a significant regulatory mechanism of the pathway. Independent of core complex activity, FANCI phosphorylation may be essential for its localization to chromatin.

This is supported by the finding that deletion of FANCI in DT40 cells eliminates FANCD2 ubiquitination, but this is restored when the cells are supplemented with a point mutation in the FANCI ubiquitination site, suggesting that aspects of FANCI other are essential for FA activation in addition to its ubiquitination site.[52] The second helicase in the FA pathway is FANCI, often referred to as BRIP1 or BACH1.[52] The S-phase checkpoint is masterly regulated by ATR, also known as Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated Related.

ATR activation is dependent on the existence of (doi.org) RPA-coated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) containing areas concerning certain classes of DNA replication stressors.[52] By phosphorylating CHK1, ATR synchronizes checkpoint activation with the conclusion of DNA repair. Crosslinker hypersensitivity and poor crosslinking are caused by defective ATR function. FANCD2 Radial genomic uncertainty brought on by massive monoubiquitination and buildup chromosomes.[21,53] The FA pathway is strongly associated with DNA repair at the cellular level. The FA genes encode proteins that play a key role in stabilizing replication forks and reducing replication stress, particularly that caused by cross-linker-induced and genotoxic stress brought on by aldehyde metabolism. The FA pathway is situated in the context of DNA repair at the cellular level. The FA genes encode proteins that play a key role in stabilizing replication forks and reducing replication stress, particularly that caused by cross-linker-induced and genotoxic stress brought on by aldehyde metabolism.[13,54,55] In the homologous recombination repair process of double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) breaks, both BRCA1 and BRCA2 are crucial.[56,57] FA proteins I and D2 (ID) are monoubiquitinated by FA-CC in a crucial process that is regarded as a sign of FA integrity. CC’s By activating proteins implicated in The FA route includes, such as FANCL, and promoting the effective ubiquitination of ID, the damage response kinases ATM and ATR also play a significant role in the FA cascade. A variety of endonucleases, including FANCO (RAD51C), which interacts with FANCP and resolves through the ICL, are recruited by the ubiquitinated ID complex. This unhooking process also causes breaks in the double-strand DNA, which must be repaired. BRCA2,
FANCJ, FANCN (PALB2), and FANCO proteins work along with other endonucleases to carry out this repair. The ID complex is de-ubiquitinated once the initial DNA damage has been repaired, and the entire apparatus (the FA-BRCA2 pathway) is subsequently turned off. Despite addressing The FA route includes being a promising cancer therapy, there is still a long way to go until the laboratory discoveries are used in actual patient care.

**TREATMENT WITH CO-RELATE TO DIAGNOSE**

The BMF of FA can be effectively treated with androgens and hematological growth factors, but most patients develop resistance to these medications. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is an option for these patients if a donor is available. A novel method for detecting possible sibling donors for FA patients is called pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD). The MMC or DEB chromosomal breakage test is the accepted method for diagnosing FA. This test should be carried out in labs with a lot of experience. The techniques include cultivating replicative (often PHA-stimulated) cells skin fibroblasts or peripheral blood T lymphocytes) in the modest dosages of either MMC or DEB present, preceded by the analysis of metaphase spreads for chromosomal radial chromosomes and breakage. On a negative test result despite the clinical environment being extremely suspect, in lymphocytes, it is important to evaluate skin fibroblasts since certain patients are mosaics where a single hematopoietic cell’s molecular abnormality has been rectified by hematopoietic somatic mutations stem cell. Lower amounts of conditioning medications are necessary to prevent fatal toxicities because non-FA patients are particularly sensitive to the chemotherapy and radiation that are often used to cure them. Retrospective evidence shows that long-term
survivors still have a high chance of developing head and neck epithelial carcinoma despite such declines.\cite{63} Due to a genetic defect repairing DNA, FA patients are highly radiosensitive.\cite{64} Although FA is typically diagnosed before HNSCC manifests itself, the phenotypic variability of FA calls for a high index of suspicion in all adolescent or young adult patients who unpredictably develop HNSCC. Surprisingly, some FA patients show no overt medical symptoms of the illness.\cite{17,65,66} Based on convincing findings in pertinent preclinical models, in 2018, the European Medicines Agency approved the use of gefitinib or afatinib as EGFR TKIs for FA-HNSCC.\cite{87} Relative to the overall population, solid tumors developed at a younger age: 26 versus 68 years, respectively. Every FA patient undergoing a bone marrow transplant BMT was younger than the (BMT) and had mouth cancer on 12/12. Oral cancer patients with FA had not received BMT, 21 and 30 years old, respectively. This increased risk of solid tumors following prior BMT has been seen in additional research and is linked to complete body irradiation, high-intensity interval training, and chemotherapy dosage or prophylactic immunomodulatory therapy in favor of graft versus host disease.\cite{43} A single genetic test cannot be utilized as a first step in the diagnosis of FA in unselected BMF patients because there are so many genes and mutations linked to the disease. The extraordinary sensitivity of FA cells to DNA ICL compounds like DEB or mitomycin C is the primary biological indicator of FA. For the diagnosis of FA, the chromosomal breakage test using these chemicals is the standard method.\cite{17,68} The study of the cell cycle and evaluation of FANClC2 mono-ubiquitination are two additional blood tests that can positively identify patients with FA core.\cite{69,70} The current standard of care for HNSCC when RT is used is intensity-modulated radiation (IMRT), which has superior locoregional control and a lower toxicity profile than previous three-dimensional conformal RT.\cite{71} Cisplatin is the typical chemotherapeutic drug used for CRT. Cetuximab has been utilized in definite CRT, but less so now that several recent clinical trials have shown how inferior it is to cisplatin in HPV-positive HNSCC patients.\cite{72} Some FA patients can successfully treat their bone marrow loss with androgen treatment. Hematopoietic abnormalities in patients with FA have been successfully treated with synthetic androgens like oxymetholone and danazol.\cite{73,74} The current method of development involves swapping a defective gene with a normal gene. It is now possible to correct CD34+ in infected cells.\cite{75} Pure red cell aplasia, or Diamond-Blackfan anemia, frequently manifests as abnormalities of the bone marrow.\cite{76} In 88–100% of cases, Schwachman-diamond syndrome is primarily characterized by neutropenia.\cite{77} Vaccination against the human papillomavirus (eur-lex.europa.eu) lowers the chance of gynecologic cancer in women and perhaps lowers the chance of oral cancer in everyone. In some people, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) raises the neutrophil count. To maintain ANC above 1000/mm^3, the G-CSF dose should be adjusted at the lowest dose and frequency conceivable.\cite{78}

**FA ASSOCIATED WITH CANCER**

Considering that people with FA are susceptible to several competing sources of morbidity and mortality is reflected in the absolute risk of cancer that has been seen in this population. A hematopoietic stem cell may develop into cancer when the bone marrow loss that is indicative of FA progresses and requires therapeutic BMT. A somatic cell may be cancerous, resulting in leukemia (often AML), or become cancerous and grow into a solid tumor. Therefore, we thought about struggling with death, BMT, AML, and the emergence of solid tumor hazards, in that the presence of (doi.org) even one of these circumstances could result in censorship It modifies the other circumstances’ natural histories. Considering the relationship, the relationship between leukemia and MDS is yet unclear developed in FA.\cite{79} In addition to the extremely high incidence of AML patients with FA (actuarial risk of 52% for MDS and/or AML progression by age 40).\cite{41} The breast/ovarian cancer risk protein BRCA2 is also among the FA proteins; it is referred to here as FANCD1/BRCA2.\cite{80} The incidence of breast, ovarian, or pancreatic cancer is particularly high in heterozygote carriers of the BRCA2 mutation.\cite{81,82} This discovery was made possible by several observations. First, those who carry the BRCA2 mutation heterozygotously run a significant risk of developing breast, ovarian, or pancreatic cancer.\cite{83} The most significant (doi.org) cancers that predispose FA patients to other cancers include gynecologic malignancies, head-and-neck cancers, liver tumors, and myeloid hematological malignancies.\cite{13,84} It is well established that a defect in the mechanisms for DNA repair strongly correlates with certain forms of cancer: Imbalance and base deletion repair (MSH2/6 and MUTYH) for colorectal cancer; DNA damage response (DDR) genes (ATM) for leukemia; FA/HR pathway (BRCA1, BRCA2, and PALB2) for the breast, uterus, and prostate cancer; etc.\cite{85,86} In dysplastic lesions of the head-and-neck, activator methylating was discovered to cause FANCC to become inactive at an initial stage.\cite{87} The activator of FANCA and BRCA2 were repeatedly methylated in laryngeal squamous cell cancer.\cite{88} In sporadic acute leukemia, the FANCC and FANCL activator were hypermethylated.\cite{89}

**CONCLUSIONS**

Fanconi anemia is a hereditary disease. Patients with FA have a higher risk of developing aplasia, MDS, and AML. A specialist multidisciplinary clinical and biochemical competence is required for FA patient follow-up. Understanding the sequential molecular and cellular mechanisms of the BMF and clonal evolution is crucial for effective treatment. Significant physical abnormalities put on by FA may have an impact on a person’s growth and appearance. On the other hand, enhanced FA function brought on by gene copy number increase or transcriptional regulation is a trait that is common in a lot of cancers.
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and is frequently linked to innate or acquired resistance to chemotherapy that induces ICL. Ask your healthcare practitioner if you or your child has FA what to expect and how FA can influence your life.
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